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OurPurpose OurVision OurMission
Promoting the
Industry – Focused
on Member Success!

Advocate • Educate
Inform • Lead

To promote the common interest of the printing industry; and
to help our members prosper, both individually and collectively,
through fellowship, education and cooperative action.

Chairwoman’s Letter
DREAM MAKERS OR DREAM BREAKERS
The last week has been quite a thought provoking one
for me. My oldest daughter-in-law buried her mother
after a sudden death, and we lost a friend to Covid.
We were there to bury them both.

So, as the year comes to an end and a new year begins,
let’s all say thank you and look for ways to share our
industry and what we love to do, which is help people
communicate using Print, in all its varied forms.

This loss has brought to mind my 6-year-old
granddaughter, Ella Paityn Morgan, who is always
wanting to share with others whatever we have. If
we are steaming oysters, she wants to take some to
our neighbors. If we are having cake, she wants to
make sure that everyone has some – including the
mailperson. If we are sitting in the yard, she goes and
gets drinks for everyone. She doesn’t ask, and she
doesn’t take no thank you for an answer. She is six
years old and in first grade, and she makes lists and
writes thank you notes to everyone.

Let’s don’t hide what we do, but instead take every
opportunity to share it with others. The PICA Awards
that we win show our excellence. Now is the time to
enter your work into the 2021 PICA Awards, so send
your entries in and share your rewards.

Pondering these thoughts made me wonder if we,
as printers, are sharing the benefits of what we
do, or have to offer, with our customers. Do we
communicate how much we appreciate each other?
Do we share with our customers all the opportunities
that our industry has to help them communicate
their worth to their own customers and potential
customers? Are we looking for opportunities to be
thankful for our customers and our partners in print?
Just as a sudden death has occurred with people we
care about, it can happen to our customers as well.
Once they are gone, so is the opportunity.
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Our new campaign is also the perfect way to jump
in and embrace sharing the value that print provides
to communication and marketing. When you care
enough to give the best, you have no regrets!
May you have a blessed and thankful holiday season.
Blessings,

Lydia J. Morgan
PICA Chairwoman
Morgan Printers
lmorgan@morganprinters.com
(252) 355-5588

Team PRISCO Takes Home First Place Honors
The 10th Annual PICA Foundation Golf Classic was a huge success! Sixteen teams turned
out to play, and the competition was fierce. Many of the players had not seen each other in
two years, so there were plenty of handshakes, a few hugs, and lots of laughter.

First Place

The Printers Service PRISCO Team
of Hayden Ploeger, JF Colpron,
Josh Vankirk and Ray Machan
came in at 16 under par with a
tiebreaker hole to take First
Place honors.

Second Place

The O’Leary Group Waste
Systems Team of Randy Pitts,
O’Leary Group, and Imagine
Charlotte’s Tim Wyatt, Andy
Landers and Patrick Shannon,
claimed Second Place with a
score of 16 under.

Third Place

Third Place, with a score of
14 under par with a three-way tie
breaker hole went to the HP Team
of Greg Smith of Sun Solutions,
with HP’s Ron Brescia, Tim
Weeldreyer and Jeff Birch.

Patrick Shannon (Imagine Charlotte) took home the honors for Men’s Longest Drive, and Vickie
Smith (Sun Solutions) won the Women’s Longest Drive award. Tim Wyatt (Imagine Charlotte)
landed his shot Closest to the Pin.
The PICA Foundation has been serving the Carolinas’ printing industry since 1962, providing
hundreds of thousands of dollars for various industry scholarships, including community
colleges, universities, high schools, teacher support and industry education.
Hole Sponsors for the Classic were Athens, New Direction Partners, Wikoff Color, Goepper
Burkhardt (who also sponsored the golf shirts), BlueFire Visual, Recycling Management
Resources and Komori.
Closest to the Pin was sponsored by Recycling Management Resources, Men’s Longest Drive
was sponsored by Komori, and Recycling Management Resources sponsored the post-game
reception, where everyone enjoyed the best BBQ Jimmie Hammitt (retired GM for Mac Papers +
Packaging Charlotte) has ever cooked on the smoker, along with macaroni and cheese, beans,
and coleslaw. It was the perfect ending to a perfect day of golf.
Our next tournament is October 19, 2022, back at Olde Sycamore, so start gathering your teams
now. All proceeds go to scholarships for students entering our industry. Let’s keep the industry
alive with financial support for the next generation of PRINTERS!
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HR Spotlight

Tips to Keep Your Company Holidays Happy and Safe

‘Tis the season for holiday festivities and end of year celebrations but it is also a time
of year that can be a source of liability for an employer if not handled properly.
What do I need to know or do before we host the company holiday party?
First, come up with a plan of what the event will be well in
advance. If possible, start making plans after Labor Day.
It may seem way early, but if you’re making reservations,
venues book quickly for holiday months. Also, employees
are making holiday vacation plans, so the more advance
notice you give, the more employee participation you may
have. Here are a few more tips and recommendations to
help with your holiday event plans:
TIP #1: CONSIDER YOUR BUDGET AND CULTURE.
Make it applicable to the work environment and economic
conditions of your company.

We had a layoff and we suspended wage increases this year
to help cut costs; should we even have a party?
•

DON’T – If one or both has happened recently, it may
not be a good idea to have a huge event because it
could be perceived negatively.

•

DO – You can still have a smaller celebration to show
good cheer and your appreciation. Perhaps something
like a potluck – you provide the meat and ask
employees to bring sides.

We can’t afford a “plus one” party invitation, can we keep
it exclusively for employees, to help lower costs? The answer is YES…

Some employees have said that they didn’t have fun at last year’s
party, so they may not come this year, and we don’t want to waste
money. Should we cancel this year’s event?

•

DON’T – plan an evening event if you don’t have the
budget for everyone to bring a guest. Some employees
may feel less comfortable attending and may not show
up if they can’t bring their significant other to an
evening event.

•

•

DO – in this case, consider having your party during
the normal business day – rent a couple of lanes at a
nearby bowling alley to eat lunch and have some fun.
A few other ideas like ordering a catered lunch in office
(or outside to social distance), or reserve tables at a
mall restaurant. For any one of these plans, you could
allow employees to leave after the luncheon to do a
little holiday shopping – employees always appreciate
more time off!

DON’T make plans that do not fit the culture of the
company. For the best ROI, plans should be enjoyable
for the majority. Some employees may enjoy a trip to
the amusement park, some may find it cool to have
a volunteer day at a local non-profit, others may like
eating lunch and making ornaments. These are ALL
great ideas to socially connect. Will your employees
enjoy it?

•

DO – create a survey via Survey Monkey or use the
Outlook “vote” feature. Ask employees to email you
their ideas for a fun holiday celebration, then email
everyone and have them rank all the suggestions in
“most to least interest,” or ask them to “choose their
top two.” Get their input to know what your employees
will enjoy most.
Continued on Page 7
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Talent and Culture as a Competitive Advantage
By: Wayne Lynn

In today’s world, strategy is relatively easy to
copy and capital is relatively easy to access.
What gives you a real source of competitive
advantage is your talent and culture.

~ Mary Meaney
Globally recognized leader on organizational transformation
Talent and culture, for some reason, have not been given the
deep attention that strategy and capital have historically had.
The printing industry is no exception. However, competition
grows stiffer with the passage of time. Rapidly changing
technology has created a transparent world where any sort of
advantage rapidly deteriorates.
Your competitors are smart. Most of them have access to the
same technology, capital, and strategic ideas that you do. The
question on the table is: how do you create separation in the
market so that you attract more of the available profit pool the
industry offers? The answer has increasingly become people. As
in, people who have a talent edge on their competitors and who,
when effectively led, create a culture where growth, performance,
and innovation can be generated. It seems, increasingly, these
are the companies who eventually emerge as the winners.
Here’s something to consider. Your competition likely doesn’t
know if their talent/culture provides an advantage in the
market, or not. This is where, if you’re smart and progressive,
you can begin to separate your company from your competition.
In its simplest terms, people are considered talented if they
do something well. For a business to have a lot of talent it
is usually based on having a lot of people who do their jobs
well. Typically, talented people are assumed to have some
combination of factors that enable superior performance.
These factors include knowledge, experience, job-specific skills,
and…behavioral tendencies, competencies, and interests that,
together, make it highly probable they will:

• Enjoy their jobs
• Consistently do the job well
• Be resilient and able to deal effectively with change.
Culture, simply put, is a predisposition for a team or an
organization to behave in a certain way. Every company has

well known common internal behaviors that are shaped by
the leaders. In addition, there are underlying mindsets that
govern what is acceptable or not. These mindsets are often
called the organization’s values. The alignment of company
behavioral norms and values with individual employee values
creates or destroys energy. A high level of alignment turns
employee discretionary energy into engagement. A high level of
engagement breeds positive and innovative cultures. Research
indicates there is a strong correlation between high engagement
and strong cultures. Culture is assessed by measuring the
average level of energy and engagement your employees bring to
their jobs every day.
How do you determine if your talent and culture provide a
source of competitive advantage? It’s a process requiring a few
steps. First, have everyone take an on-line survey to generate the
data needed. Then we do the following:
• Measure the behavioral suitability of your leaders
(executives, managers, and supervisors), key contributors,
and sales people. These are the jobs/roles where better
talent truly pays off.
• Run 2-3 reports for each one that shows the % match of
their behavioral factors to those of high-performers. The
closer the match, the higher the level of talent they possess
for their current jobs.
• For the majority of your employees we run one report that
tells us how well they are getting their expectations met for
a number of higher level psychological needs. The better
these needs are being met the more engaged in your job you
tend to be. The more engaged you are the higher the level
of energy you will invest in your job.
At Lynn Consulting we consider it a truism that good
companies have at their core:
1. Leaders whose behavioral attributes match well with the
attributes of successful leaders; and then,
2. These leaders work to engage and energize their employees
in a way that creates superior performance.
The synergy of these factors creates dynamic, innovative, and
forward looking organizations that stand out in their markets
and outperform their competition.
Continued on Page 7
November/December 2021
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Industry-Wide Paper Shortage Creates Unprecedented Mess
The current paper shortage is not breaking news for anyone
who makes or uses paper for a living. What is surprising is the
experts’ predictions on how long the shortage could last.

Trish Weymouth, Sheriar Press, said they have implemented
some of the same strategies Rounds suggested, and are hearing
similar predictions from other vendors.

Congestion at ports all over the world, combined with a lack of
personnel to transport the containers once they come ashore, is
creating rapidly dwindling supplies and driving up prices across
every industry. And paper prices are no exception. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics is reporting that the price of wood pulp has
increased more than 50% over the past year, and the price of
paper rose more than 14% in that same timeframe.

“We have stockpiled some weights for future orders, and we
check daily to see if there is supply available for orders that are
upcoming. We are also alerting our clients to the current supply
situation,” Weymouth said. “We have had to replace c2s stock
with comparable coated cover of whatever was on hand, e.g.,
120# cover in place of 12pt c2s. We are not hearing of any relief
soon from vendors. If anything, they say it’s going to get worse.”

“The nation’s paper supply is running thin, impacting envelopes,
books, paper bags and beyond,” NBC News correspondent
Kerry Sanders recently reported. “Labor shortages and major
disruptions in the supply chain, worsened by the pandemic,
have caused many businesses and consumers across to the
country to see delays in their printing orders. What’s more,
many paper manufacturers have scaled back their operations
due to the highly contagious Delta variant.”

Craig Boortz, Mac Papers + Packaging, had three critical tips
for PICA’s Printer Members:

PICA asked both Vendor and Printer Members to weigh in on
the shortage, and the universal answer was this: Things are a mess
right now, and they’re probably going to get worse before they get better.

Boortz also suggested building potential paper substitutions into
sales conversations.

Pete Rounds, Athens Paper, pointed out that this isn’t just a
paper shortage, and said he’s not anticipating a quick resolution
on the associated issues.
“I’ve been in the paper business for 52 years, and I’ve never
seen anything like this. This is a world-wide issue. Every mill is
impacted, and they are experiencing stock-outs, allocations and
shortages. In addition to the paper shortage, there is a truck
driver shortage. As a result, delayed shipments occur every day.
It is almost impossible to guarantee inventory availability more
than a couple of days prior to placement of order. I would advise
not to provide any extended pricing guarantees,” Rounds said.
“Prices continue to rise, with very short advance notice. There
are a myriad of factors creating these problems: Covid, driver
shortage, container shortage, labor shortage, weather, and
tropical storms. As a result, it is difficult to project when it will
get better. My best guess is we will start to see improvement late
in first quarter or early second quarter 2022. Resolving all of
these issues? Probably in 2023.”
Rounds suggested that Printers try to carry more inventory
in-house, order as far in advance as possible, and be flexible and
willing to consider alternative grades of paper.
“There are options for almost every grade,” he said. “Sometimes
it may cost more, but it may be the only thing available.”
6
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“Forecast, forecast, forecast,” Boortz said. “The supply chain
will get worse before we see improvement. The full impact of
allocations will be felt in November, December, and potentially
the beginning of next year. Printers need to forecast more than
ever with their merchant and mill partners.”

“We are definitely seeing paper substrate substitution more than
ever before, so options need to be part of the selling process up
front. End users need to be flexible with substitution of product.
Communication is the key, and partnerships and collaboration
are more important than ever.
Boortz said he doesn’t expect any relief until later next year,
potentially at the beginning of the third quarter.
“Domtar is bringing their machine back online at the end of the
first quarter, and that will alleviate some UFS domestic pressure,
but until the global supply challenges subside, we will continue
to navigate this current environment.”
John Rawlins, iTek Graphics, said the biggest supply
interruptions he’s seeing right now are in UV coating, plastics,
and paper and board stock.
“We started stocking up, but that became impossible to
maintain, so we went back to ordering as needed,” Rawlins said.
“It is truly impossible to tell when this situation will improve,
but the general consensus around iTek is that we are looking at
2023 before things are completely back to normal.”
Athens’ Pete Rounds summed up the situation succinctly.
“The whole world is on back-order, and everything
is going up in price. The entire market is a mess!”

Tips to Keep Your Company Holidays Happy and Safe
(Continued from Page 4)

TIP #2: MINIMIZE COMPANY RISK.
When employees come together for casual purposes like
company parties, some employees may have too much fun
and become intoxicated and act inappropriately, making
others uncomfortable. Here are a few things to consider…
•

•

•

Eliminate Alcohol – If you don’t pay for alcohol, you
won’t need to pay a car service or taxi for employees
that consume too much. These alone will save a lot of
expense and lower the chances of having to address
inappropriate behavior or incident(s). Consider nonalcoholic beverages that will still keep things festive,
such as sparkling cider and “mocktails.” However, if
you decide to serve alcohol, limit consumption by
providing 1-2 tickets per employee and make sure to
have a car service or taxi on call for employees too
intoxicated to drive.
Reinforce Company Policies – Send an email before the
event or hold a team huddle to remind employees that
company policies are still applicable during company
events, and that violations of company policy will
result in the appropriate disciplinary action. Instances
of inappropriate behavior such as sexual harassment,
assault, etc. are higher during this time of year, and it is
important for companies to build in safeguards to limit
the opportunities for these things to happen.
Ensure everyone’s safety – It’s important to remind
everyone that we are still experiencing a global
pandemic. While restrictions have lifted to allow

small/group gatherings, the CDC continues to stress
the importance of safe gathering practices. It’s still
recommended that we wear masks (when not eating
or drinking), sanitize and wash hands often, and stay
6 feet apart. If you book a party before or after the
restaurant’s busy hours, you can request to seat 3 to a
table for distancing). If you’re concerned that you will
not have the space or proper setting to safely follow
the COVID-19 guidelines, you can consider a virtual
celebration. Host a dinner party by sending food to
employees’ homes to eat together, while you play a fun
virtual game! Or, an end of year virtual happy hour
and reward ceremony – be creative! When you host a
virtual event, there are so many activity options and
themes you can consider.
TIP #3: WHILE YOU ARE SPREADING SOME
HOLIDAY CHEER…
• Incorporate Recognition – Celebrate employee’s
successes over the past year by recognizing both
individuals and/or groups. Whether it is presenting
service awards or some other form of recognition
reward, it is a great way to show appreciation to
employees while they are amongst their peers and
company leaders.
• Have FUN – What employees will remember most is
how the event made them feel, so whatever the event or
celebration is, what matters most is that people have fun
and feel appreciated.

Talent and Culture as a Competitive Advantage

(Continued from Page 5)

Think about it, you know your production levels, spoilage,
waste, and where your bottlenecks are. You know your
sales levels, pricing levels, quoting volume, prospects being
developed, and the size of the backlog feeding your plant. You
know the status of working capital; cash on hand, debt level and
service requirements, overhead costs, and pre-tax free cash flow.
Do you know how suitable your leaders, including yourself, are
for the role of leadership? How well do the people in key roles
fit the behavioral tendencies of proven high performers in those
roles? How engaged are your employees? Are they loyal? Do
they bring high levels of energy to the job?

Are you interested in tapping into the largest source of
competitive advantage you have? Would you like to know
the answers to the questions above?
Lynn Consulting specializes in
helping small to mid-size privately
owned companies and their
owners/CEO’s answer these questions
and build higher performing businesses.
If you want to know more, reach out
to Wayne at wlynn8697@gmail.com.
November/December 2021
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(Continued from Page 1)

WE PUT A FEW OF OUR FAVORITE
ADJECTIVES ON PAGE 1 TO REMIND
YOU WHAT
AND HOW
DIVERSE IT HAS BECOME.
Print was originally used to bring knowledge and religion to the masses, and people associated Print with books,
news sheets and Bibles. While Print still actively produces those valued items, they comprise a very small segment
of what Print has become.
Unfortunately, while our industry has evolved, our image has not. Printing offers so many opportunities for
companies to earn more business, but to really capitalize on those, the public perception of Print has to be
changed.
We want to elevate the public’s understanding of Print’s value in the communication process, showcasing the
effectiveness, sustainability and security of print.
PICA is on a mission to let those who influence Print buying decisions know what Print really is, through our
campaign to promote Print across the Carolinas. Our three main
campaign objectives are:
• inform the market
• increase demand
• differentiate products
As our campaign gains traction, our goal is to continually provide you with ideas and materials that you can use
for marketing your business and our industry within your community. PICA has partnered with other printing
trade associations to bring all the data and materials you need together in one place.
There will be multiple outlets for PICA Members’ use, including images for social media use, speaker
presentations, brochure materials, posters, billboard advertising, direct mail, statistical data, blog material, logos,
and so much more.
If you’re a member of a community business group, you’ll be able to use our data and pre-built presentations.
The presentations will have an existing voiceover option, or you can lead the presentation with a scripted outline
so that the focus is solely on you and your company.
Soon, as you drive around the Carolinas, you will see our campaign symbols, designed to bring awareness to the
value and relevance of Print in today’s market, and so will your customers.
PICA is excited to create and share a modern and effective marketing campaign that highlights how print is
relevant, engaging and effective as a communication channel.

To find out what
website at www.printis.info.
8
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can do for your business, call (704) 357-1150, or visit our

Kodak Launches Rebate Program for PICA Members
Kodak has announced an exclusive rebate program in partnership
with the Print Affiliates, the largest collaborative of not-forprofit regional print trade associations. The program will provide
participating members of the Print Affiliates with cost savings when
purchasing a variety of Kodak printing solutions.

“As a longtime supporter of the Print Affiliates across the U.S.,
we’re proud to offer this opportunity for printing companies to
save money while optimizing their operations with industryleading printing solutions,” said Jeff Zellmer, Vice President of
Global Sales & Strategy at Eastman Kodak Company. “Whether
you’re looking to strengthen your offset solutions or build out a
digital offering—now is the perfect time to invest in the technology
your business needs to succeed in the future.”
The promotion includes the following Kodak products:
• Kodak Offset Platesetter Solutions: KODAK TRENDSETTER, KODAK ACHIEVE, and KODAK
• MAGNUS (4-up, 8-up, VLF)
• KODAK PRINERGY On Demand Software Solutions
• KODAK NEXFINITY Digital Presses
• KODAK PROSPER Inkjet Presses
• Consumables: Proprietary water-based inks
• Kodak Service and Support

“Over the last two years, it’s been driven home to us that our communities inseparably rely and
depend on each other. Print, as a community, is no different. Vendors, printing companies of all
types and sizes - and their customers - all depend on each other to get the job done. Our vendors
have really stepped up during this time and provided the products and services crucial to our printer
members’ success. The vendors’ support of PICA (and other regional print associations) has been
solid during this time, too. Kodak brought this unique program to the print associations in an effort
to support the associations and provide great value to the print community. Again, we’re all in this
together, and we appreciate the support from Kodak and all our vendor friends.”
The Print Affiliates represent over 5,000 print service providers and their service and technology partners
throughout the United States. The Affiliates serve their regional print communities by offering support
services & benefits covering HR, Environmental, Health & Safety, Insurance needs, Industry Advocacy,
Continuing Education & Training, Workforce Development, various Discount Buying Power programs,
and more.
If you would like to learn more about this program, please contact Jeff Stoudt at jstoudt@picanet.org,
or visit kodak.com/go/print for more information on eligible products and services.

November/December 2021
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Member News
Wikoff Color Adds
State-of-the-Art Facility

Wikoff Color has
announced the opening
of its 34th manufacturing
facility, located in
Milwaukee, WI, and focused on the flexible packaging
market. The newly constructed facility will be the main
hub for the company’s solvent- and water-based gravure
operations. In addition to manufacturing and warehouse
space, Wikoff Color – Milwaukee will also boast a
fully-equipped R&D department, a Training center and
a Wikoff Graphics arm. The new location will feature
leading-edge, energy-efficient milling technology and is
expected to bring approximately 50 jobs to the greater
Milwaukee area.
Joe Kubasiak, Director of Flexible Packaging for Wikoff
Color, will head up the new branch. “This state-of-the-art
facility will allow us to provide an even greater level of
service and support to our customers in the packaging
market,” Kubasiak said. “Our investment in technology
and increased manufacturing capacity will be integral to
our growth in the flexible packaging space.” Kubasiak
has been with the company since 1992 and has held
several management positions, including Plant Manager
of the largest bulk manufacturing site in Fort Mill, SC.
Geoff Peters, President & CEO of Wikoff Color, added,
“Our employee-owners trust Joe and his team of experts
to be the ultimate support network for the flexible
packaging market. This investment will ensure that as
our customers grow to meet consumer demand, we
are positioned to grow with them and will continue to
provide the exceptional level of service that they have
come to depend on from Wikoff Color.”
For more information about Wikoff Color products and
services please visit www.wikoff.com.

Komori Showcases Packaging Solutions at
Paperboard Packaging Council Conference

Komori recently showcased its portfolio of offset and
digital packaging solutions at the Paperboard Packaging
Council (PPC) Conference in Savannah, Georgia. The
conference brought together leaders in the folding carton
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industry to discuss topics that are critical to the packaging
market, including sustainability, cybersecurity and overcoming
packaging-related issues.
On display was printed material from the 40-inch Komori Lithrone
GX/GXRP press for attendees seeking a one-pass, double-sided
press that extends the “OffsetOnDemand” world. The GLX40RP
requires no reversing of the sheet, maximizing print area and
making it an ideal solution for the increasing demand for package
printing with double-sided multi-color printing. Equipped with
the PQA-S (Print Quality Assessment) camera system, which
looks for defects and maintains color and registration throughout
the run, and KHS-AI, Komori’s integrated control system that
manages job data, device interlinking and deficient changeover,
the press optimizes press presets by self-learning according to
changes in the machine, environment and substrates, aiding in
high-speed start up. The addition of LED-UV supports instantcure and spot LED-UV applications, reticulations, strike-through
varnishes and much more, as well as eliminating all drying
concerns to move printed material out the door quickly.
Also highlighted was the Impremia IS29s, Komori’s 29-inch
sheetfed inkjet UV printing system that delivers the flexibility
and high print quality needed to be competitive in digital
packaging, considered one of the fastest growing and lucrative
print markets. The Impremia IS29s is a comprehensive UV inkjet
printing system capable of printing an expanded color gamut on
a wide range of stocks, including ordinary offset paper. By taking
advantage of UV inkjet characteristics, this system is perfect for
short-run package printing.

Wikoff Color Elects Tunji Taiwo
to Board of Directors

Wikoff Color recently announced the
election of Tunji Taiwo as a Director of
the company.
Taiwo is an entrepreneurial and strategic
leader with strong operations, general
management and digital technology experience. He has
been successful in leading organizations, launching valueadded digital transformation initiatives that deliver exceptional
operational results, top line growth and profitability. He’s a
thought leader in his field with over 30 years of experience in a
variety of leadership roles with organizations that include DCP
Midstream, Williams Energy and DuPont.
Taiwo is the Founder & Managing Partner of TRATUS GROUP
and is currently serving as the Chief Digital Officer of JEM
Advisors. He leads TRATUS GROUP’s digital transformation
practice area which provides Fortune 500 companies strategic
insights into the development and implementation of digital
solutions for improved business performance.

Member News
He earned a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering from Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and
he holds Master of Science degrees in Mechanical
Engineering and Engineering Management from
Washington University in St Louis.

plates for the narrow web market. Screeny can be integrated
into Gallus machines to achieve effects through screen
printing that are not possible in pure flexographic printing.
This has become a particular market trend as the raised
effects help products stand out on the shelf.

The employee-owners of Wikoff Color welcome Tunji
Taiwo to the Board and look forward to the insight he will
undoubtedly provide as a leader of the company.

“Unlike many suppliers, we can deliver a whole solution
for every production environment: machine, consumables,
service and application support by label experts. During the
most challenging of times, Heidelberg is a partner who is there
for you from start to finish,” said Mueller.

Heidelberg Adds Neumann
to Support Gallus Success

Label and packaging converters alike have experienced
tremendous demand for both their products and for
shorter turnaround times from customers needing to
keep grocery store shelves filled. As a result of this
demand, Heidelberg has seen an uptick in its customers
seeking to upgrade and add new Gallus narrow web
presses to their production floors. Customers in the
US, Canada, and Mexico have installed various Gallus
presses in locations across North America over the past
18 months – with many customers installing the Gallus
RCS, ECS, and Labelmaster machines.
“After the initial boom of COVID-related business, our
label customers quickly realized that they needed to add
capacity and increase their efficiency to get products
off the floor faster,” said Felix Mueller, President of
Heidelberg North America. “We saw both existing
customers and customers who have never purchased
from us turning to Gallus machines for their known
reliability, industry-leading registration, and ability to
do various processes inline.”
Customers not only invested in new machines, but also
in Screeny products, Gallus’s line of screen-printing

New Member
United Graphic Services, Inc. • Gary Smith
4335 Taggart Creek Rd., Charlotte, NC 28208 • 704.575.9235
gary@unitedgraphicservices.com • United Graphic
Services, Inc. is a commercial printer offering bindery,
digital, wide format and sheetfed offset.

New Owner

To support its label customers, Heidelberg
has recently hired Scot Neumann as Sales
Manager for the Midwest to represent the
Gallus line of products. Having worked for
over 20 years in sales for various label and
packaging companies, Neumann brings
a unique perspective to his new position,
having dealt directly with the print needs
for many large consumer product good
companies. Neumann, with extensive experience
in flexographic and digital labels, shrink sleeves, and
flexible packaging, reports to Andre Blais, National
Account Manager for Gallus products.
“We’re excited to add Scot to our team. His dynamic
background provides him with great insight on the needs
of our customers, which will help him work collaboratively
to provide the best solutions for their particular production
needs,” said Blais.
Furthering its support for its label customers, Heidelberg
has a Gallus Labelfire 340, its digital/flexo hybrid press,
installed at Print Media Center Atlanta. The machine
is available for both digital-remote and in-person
demonstrations. To learn about arranging a demonstration,
please contact info@heidelberg.com for more information.

Condolences
To the family and friends of PICA Foundation Trustee
Andy Lesnik, on the passing of his wife, artist Dot Lesnik,
on September 14, 2021.
To the family and friends of Charles “Kelly” Moore, former
owner of Cardinal Graphics in Mint Hill, who passed away
on September 7, 2021.

Welcome Dan Marshall, new owner of United Printing
Company at 8200-A Arrowridge Blvd., Charlotte, NC
704-525-3710

November/December 2021
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November 2021

18: 	Lean Manufacturing Training:
Value Stream Mapping
25-26: P
 ICA Offices Closed
for Thanksgiving

December 2021
2:
8:
16:

Lean Manufacturing Training:
KPIs
HR Update

Webinar 2:00PM

Lean Manufacturing Training:
Kaizen

24-27: P
 ICA Offices Closed
for Christmas
January 2022
6:

Lean Manufacturing Training:
Setup Reduction

Printing and Mailing: Sun Solutions
Paper: Case Paper

6:

8

Lean Manufacturing Training:
Sustaining Your Improvements

14:

PICA Awards Entry Deadline

